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Wren  Feathers 
Le trousseau de ma poupée: Week 2   

As always this pattern is © by me (Jennie Bagrowski) and is for your personal use only, you MAY share it by linking to this 
blog, you may NOT sell it or upload it to any site without my permission.  If you sell things made from this pattern I’d 
appreciate credit for the pattern design.     
If you downloaded this elsewhere it was stolen from:  http://jenwrenne.wordpress.com    
I assume you have basic sewing knowledge and the explanation should suffice, but if you need help please email me! 
Quarter inch seams allowed unless otherwise specified. 

Week 2: slippers, papeterie, fanchon hat, decorative comb 
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Chaussures/Shoes 

 
Judging by the amount of patterns available to make needlepoint slippers, making these was a hugely popular activity in 
Victorian times.  I modified this pattern from originals in Godey’s to fit H4H feet.  If you’re using felt, you don’t really 
need to line these as I did here.  Add a little bit of embroidery to make them “period correct”.  

 

1” 
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Paper craft:  

 

 

In pre-email days, apparently people wrote these things called letters…  

Many French fashion dolls, just like their owners, had a box called a papeterie, filled with tiny writing paper, envelopes, 
a pen and inkwell and a letter opener or knife.  The box was purchased, the envelopes were cut freehand, but if my 
printer had been working I’d have searched for antique stationery and printed it instead.  The inkwell is a glass bead 

glued to other jewelry findings.  The pen nib was made from a 1” diamond shape cut from shrink plastic and glued to the 
cut-off end of a chopstick.  The knife was needed for opening correspondence and cutting apart magazine pages, but its 

construction was complicated and it doesn’t really open and close properly, so I didn’t include it.  Other objects you 
could include would be a block of sealing wax and a little seal made from fimo. 
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Shrinkies 
There was quite a variety of accessories made from metal, bone, ivory, and tortoiseshell.  These are fairly easy to 

replicate with shrink plastic!  Just trace, decorate, and shrink!  . 
 

 

 
After this shrinks but before it cools, hold with an oven mitt and bend gently lengthwise around something curved, like 

the handle of a wooden spoon.  Be careful not to let your comb’s teeth curve outward like mine did.    
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Chapeaux (Hats) 
 
Measure your doll’s head in inches to choose size.  After it’s finished it should fall right at the top of her ears.   
Be creative with lace, ribbon, silk flowers, feathers, etc. or search the web for “fanchon bonnet” to find loads of 
beautiful decorating ideas!  Mine was made from cross stitch fabric to look woven from straw, but any sort of fabric, 
especially silks/satin/velvet would work as well. 
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